
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Announcing the Second Coffee Retail Summit, the Second Virtual Event of Its Kind, in Support
of the Ongoing Resource Library for Coffee Retail Businesses.

May 24, 2021 — The Specialty Coffee Association (SCA) has announced the second Coffee Retail
Summit (retail.sca.coffee).

Following the success of the first Coffee Retail Summit, the SCA is excited to announce the second
virtual event of its kind, continuing a line of retailer-focused programming designed to build on the
pre-existing content platform and support the ongoing resource library for retail businesses. The
free-to-attend summit has been made possible by the support of the SCA’s key partners and will take
place on June 22-23, 2021 in the Central European Summer Time (CEST) timezone.

Over a two-day period, the SCA will host a number of live lectures and discussions focused on
mitigating the effects of the pandemic-induced retail landscape and overcoming existing challenges
faced by coffee retail businesses. Talks and discussions will draw on community feedback to cover
both commercial insights and the latest market research, aiming to deliver up-to-date information for
coffee retailers.

In combination with the free-to-attend two-day event, the Coffee Retail Summit resource library has
been updated with the most recent Coffee Retail Summit presentations, as well as any
recently-released content, across lectures, podcasts and longform writing centered on the issues and
challenges being met by coffee retail business and the wider specialty coffee community.

“The launch of the second Coffee Retail Summit serves as another exciting opportunity for us to build
on feedback from the specialty coffee business community and continue developing a valuable
resource for retail, in light of the ever-changing landscape caused by the pandemic”, comments the
SCA’s Chief Executive Officer, Yannis Apostolopoulos. “New challenges for retail business are
emerging on a near-weekly basis, and continuing to facilitate open access to knowledge and
resources for the global specialty coffee community remains a central focus for the SCA.”

This second iteration of Coffee Retail Summit's virtual event and the continuing availability of its
associated resource library has been made possible with the support of like-minded partners
(including this iteration's Title Partner, BWT water+more), who recognize challenges faced by
coffee retailers in seeking to navigate the uncertainty of a mid-pandemic trading landscape.

“We’re delighted to support this event and the associated resource library in ensuring continued
access to resources and information for the global community of coffee retailers” says Dr. Frank
Neuhausen, Managing Director at BWT water+more. “The coffee retail community continues to face
numerous challenges, and we’re pleased to be supporting the ongoing growth of the platform as a
valued resource for retail professionals, amidst the uncertainty of the current climate.”

Learn more about Coffee Retail Summit at retail.sca.coffee.

https://retail.sca.coffee/
https://www.retail.sca.coffee/


If you would like to partner with us to support coffee retail businesses, please contact us at
retail.sca.coffee/partner or sponsorship@sca.coffee.
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Note to Editors
● Download Coffee Retail Summit Promotional Graphics

About Coffee Retail Summit
Cofee Retail Summit is a new free virtual event and resource library, for coffee retail businesses. Over
two days, attendees can join a series of live lectures and discussions about the latest community
insights, scientific best practice, and market research as they explore topics focused on continuing to
navigate the COVID-19 pandemic, the business of coffee and the changing customer experience. The
resource library is filled with valuable content specifically targeted at coffee retailers. Visitors will be
able to find previously paywalled research alongside lectures, podcasts, presentations and long form
writing. Learn more at retail.sca.coffee

About the Specialty Coffee Association
The SCA is a trade association built on foundations of openness, inclusivity, and the power of shared
knowledge. The SCA’s purpose is to foster global coffee communities to support activities to make
coffee a more sustainable, equitable, and thriving activity for the whole value chain. From coffee
farmers to baristas and roasters, our membership spans the globe, encompassing every element of
the coffee value chain. The SCA acts as a unifying force within the specialty coffee industry and works
to make coffee better by raising standards worldwide through a collaborative and progressive
approach. Dedicated to building an industry that is fair, sustainable, and nurturing for all, the SCA
draws on years of insights and inspiration from the specialty coffee community. Learn more at
sca.coffee.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/nnyx975q9r9884s/AABL5DMwIbKucwztgElTRaVpa?dl=0
https://www.retail.sca.coffee/
https://sca.coffee/

